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Arsrnecr
The chemical domposition of ground waters that

wer€ aouected from granitic and basaltic terrains
has been used to estimate the free energy of forma-
lion of sodium, calcium and magnesium beidellites.
Their enthalpies, entropies and Maier-Kelley heat-
capacity power functions have also been estimated.
These thermodynamic properties have been com-
bined with data for other phases to predict some
mineral equilibria at 25'C and 200"C (1 bar total
pressuro). Tbere is agxeement between the predicted
and observed assemblages under these conditions.

Sorrrtvrerng

La compositioa shimique d'6chautillons d'eau
pr6lev6S dans des terrains aquifdres granitiques et
basaltiques a servi i d6terminer l'6nergie libre de
forrnation des beidellites de sodium, de calcium et
de magn6sium. On a aussi 6valu6 leur enthalpie,
entropie et capacit6 calorifique de Maier-Kelley.
Ces propri6t6s thermodynamiques, combin6es aux
donn6es fournies par d'autres phases, permettent
do pr6voir oertains 6quilibres min6rau:< i 25"C et
200"C (sous pression totale de I bar). I-es assem-
blages observ6s dans ces conditions sont dhccord
avec les pr6dictions.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

INrnoouctroN

Cl,ay minerals (subsequently referred to here
as clay) are common alteration phases of alu-
minium silicates at the earth's Surface, are often
gangue constituents in ore deposits, and are ubi-
quitou$ in diagenetic and low-grade metamol-
phosed pelites. Even though they are common
minerals, the stability of one clay over another,
or even the presence and/or absence of clay in
somo environm€ntsr present problems to tle
geologist. If the thermodynamic properties of
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different clays were known their stability rela-
tions could be predicted, and processes such as
the mineralogical transitions that occur in pelites
during diagenesis and metamorphism could be
elucidated. Unfortunately, calorimetric deter-
mination of thermochemical properties may
often be impossible because large pure samples
of a particular clay are difficult to obtain. Here
an attempt has been made to obtain reliable
thermodynamic data for some clay minerals by
studying the composition of natural ground wa-
ters associated with these solids. Before proceed-
ing with the calculations, some aspects of the
interaction of ground waters with rocks are dis-
cussed.

Helgeson et al. (1969) calculate reaction paths
that solutions follow when reacting with some
minerals found in igneous rocks. A COrcharged
dilute ground water, dissolving minerals from
igneous rocks, generally equilibrates first with
gibbsite, then with kaolinite and a clay nineral
before equilibrating with feldspars. As illustrated
in Figure 3 of Helgeson et al,, there may be con-
version of one phase to a second (gibbsite to kao-
linifs s1 kaolinite to montmorillonite). If the
conversion is rapid, the solution composition
may be controlled by the reaction as is the case
for tle solution paths calculated by Helgeson er
aL. (theb Fig. 3). In fact, Garrels (1967) demon-
strates that the conversion of kaolinite to a
caleium-bearing clay has significant effect on
the consentrations of Ca!+, Si0(aq) and pH in
ground waters associated with igneous rocks.
Garrels also demonstrates that the HCOa' con-
tent of a ground water is a good measure of
the extent of reactions between a dilute CO-
charged ground water and igneous rocks. He
go€s on to illustrate that those waters which
have interacted only slightly with the rocks (ow
HCOo'content in the waters) are saturated with
respect to kaolinite, but undersaturated in the
calcium-bearing clay minsral. However, flose
which have reacted with the rocks to a significant
extent (high HCOa' content in waters) approach
equilibriu.m with kaolinite and the calcium-clay
mineral. The method used by Garrels is applied
here to demonstrate that ground waters collected
from basaltic and granitic rocks approach equi-
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Frc. 1. Some of the common chemical variations in clays and micas' Figure 1A demonstrales types of
substitutions for which elestrical balance is maintained" The uames associated with some of the sub"'
stitutions are given in Figure 18. Figure lC represents tle mineral solid solutions in tle system
KrO-MgOAlrOrSiOr-ffrO. Compon&t 1 --0Al4SiOa0r0(OH)a; component 2 = Xa2 AL(SidD-
Oro(OH)q; component 3 = Xz-{YzN:)SLO:o(OH)a;

librium with respect to kaolinite and other clays.
From the composition of the aqueous solutions
equilibrated with kaolinite and clay, free energies
of formation of sodium, magnesium and calcium
clays are calculated.

The thermodynamic properties of all aqueous
species are taken from Helgeson (1969), as are
the properties of kaolinite, gibbsite, and sodium
and potassium feldspar. The thermodynamic
properties of muscovite and pyrophyllite have
been evaluated from calorimetric measurements
and hydrotlermal experimental data. The data
for these two phases have also been tested for in-
ternal consistency with respect to the thermody-
namic properties of the minslals and aqueous
species obtained from Helgeson (1969).

NorvrBxcr,eruns Usgo ron Cr-evs

The nomenclature employed is intended to
connote chemical variations in the clay min-
erals. As a result, the end-member components
proposed may have no naturally occurring equi-
valents, but are particulady useful to character-
ne the chemistry of the clays. One component

used here is 0Al4SisOro(OII)r (pyrophyllite som-
ponent). There is no cation in the 12-fold co-
ordination site '(denoted by 0). The second
component is X4""A14(Si4AL)Ogo(OII)I where
X represents 4 monovalent cations or 2 divalent
cations in the l2-fold coordination site. It is
referred to as tle mica component. If X - Ca (2
ions), then the tnineral corresponding to this
component is margarite. If X = K (4 ions)' then
the sum of lz mole of the pyprophyllite compo-
nent plus lz mole of the mica component yields
KgA14(Si6.AL)O.(OII)a muscovite. The third
component is Xr-r(YaAlr)Si"Oco(OH)e and is re-
ferred to as the phengite component. X repre-
sents ions in the l2-fold coordination site (2 ions
if cation is monovalenl one ion if cation is diva-
lent). Y represents divalent cations substituting
in two octahedral sites.

When X equals l2-fold coordination sites, Y
equals octaledral sites, and Z equals tetrahedral
sites, then the possible substitutions tlat may
occur with charge balance being maintained are
illustrated in Figure ld The names of mineral
groups (solid solutions) associated with some of
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the substitutions are given in Figure 18. If X =
K, Y = Mg and there is only Al-Si substitution
in Z, the names of the solid-solution groups in
this system are as illustrated in Figure 1C.- Ac-
cording to tle nomenclature used here the'montmorillonites' 

of Garrels (1967) and Hel-
geson (1969) are beidelttes, and are referred to
as sush hereafter.

Ds[{oNsrRArroN oF SoLUTToN-SoLD
Equnrnnruu BBTwEEN K-Mrce eNo

Keor,nnre

- White et at, (1963) have tabulated analyses
that were chosen as typical of solutions derived
from acid and basic igneous roclis. For the
reaction:

2KA13SLO10(OH)' * 2Il+ + 3HzO :

341:SizOo(OH)4 + 2K+ (1)

the equilibrium constant is given by

log 1( : log ([K+],i([H+],([Hsols), (2)

if the activities of the solids equal 1.0. The
1guare brackets denote activities and K the equi-
librium constant.

Log K for reaction (1) is calculated to be 3.8
at 25"C and 4.1 at L5oC [using the data from
Helgeson (1969) and AG\ eS"C,,muscovite)=
-1332420 callmolel. The activities of the ions

t 0 0

activities are then used to calculate the value of
the rieht side of equation (2) for each water. The
value is referred to as the log saturation quotient
and each is plotted on Figure 2. As seen in
Figure 2, eguilibrium with kaolinite and K-mica
is approached in waters tlat have interasted
significantly with the igneous rocks (HCO;;100
ppm).

The log saturation quotients for kaolinite
equilibrated with the NA Mg and Ca beidellites
are calculated in the same manner as above. If
a constant value for the log saturation quotient
is defined by waters which have interacted signi-
ficantly with the igneous rocks, it is assumed
that the log saturation quotient represents the
logarithm of the equilibrium constant for the
reaction between kaolinite and the specified
beidellite.

The equilibrium constant, combined with the
free energy of formation of kaolinite and the
activities of the appropriate aqueous species,
permits calculation of the free energy of the
beidellite.

Stesrrrrv oF Na-BBTDELLTTE

For the reaction:

3Nao.r"Alz.gaSi*.ozOro(OH)u + Hn + 11.5H,O

: 3.5AlzSizOu(OH)n * Na+ + 4H4SiO4 (3)

in the solutions (from White et al. 1963) are cal- lna rr _ tnc
culated using the Debye-Huckel theory. These 
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Frc. 2. Changes in the log solubility quotient (Log e) for reaction 1 (tex|
as a function of HCO; corcentradon of ground waters collected from
igneous rock terrain (triangles: waters from acidic igneous rocks; rectan-
gles: from basic igneous rocks). The solid curve is tle logarithm of the
equilibrium comtant for reactipn 1. Waters plotting above the curve are
saturated in K-mica, those plotting below the curve are saturated in
kiolinite, and those close to the curve are equilibrated with respect to
both solids.
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when the activities of the solids ate taken as 1.0.
The log saturation quotient for reaction 3

equivalent to right-hand side of equation (4) is
calculated for the waters listed in tables I and 2
of White et al. (1963). The calculated value for
each water is plotted against the HCOs' content
of the solution in Figure 3. The triangles repre-
sent waters derived from acidic ip.eous rocks
(Iable 1 of White et al, L963), and the rectangles
represent $aters from basic igneous rocks (fa-
ble 2 of White et al.).'I'bLe rectangles plotted at
values of HCOr' greater than 10O ppm define
a constant log saturation quotient. The dash'dot

curve is a best fit to these rectangles. The data
from the nsid igneous rocks do not display the
same consistency. However, data plotting at
HCOf values gteater than 100 ppm do define
a mean log saturation quotieut in accord with
the value defined by the rectangles.

The solid curve (above the dashdot curve) in
Figure 3 represents the equilibrium constant
estimated by Helgeson (1969). The equilibrium
constant (from Helgeson 1969) at 10oC is iden'
tical'to the value given by the dash-dot curve.
There is agreement between the equilibrium
constant for reaction 3 quoted by Helgeson
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Frc. 3. Variations in the log saturation quotient (Log Q) of reaction 3 with
respect to HCos- in the ground waters (symbols are as in Fig' 2)' The
doi-dash curve is the best fit to the rectangles. Waters plotting siguificant'
ly below tho curve are equilibrated with respect to kaolinite, those above
with respect to tle beidellite.
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Frc. 4. Variations in the log saturation quotient (Loc O of reaction 6
(M-Caz+) with respect to HCO; (symbols are as in Fig.,2 and tbq d9t'
Oan cur"i has the iame significance as in Fig. 3). The solid curve is the
log equilibrium value from Helgeson (1969).
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TABLE I. ITIERI{ODYMI.IIC DATA FOR SEIDELLiTES

(1969) and the value estimated here.
The ftee energy of formation of Na-beidellite

(25oC, 1 bar total pressure) is catsutaGd from

AG; : RTInK (5)

where K is the equilibrium constant and has a
value defined by the dash-dot curve o,f Figure
3. R is the gas constant, ? the temperature (oK).
The salculated free energy of formation is given
in Table 1.

THE STABILrrres on CercruM- AND
MAGNESTUM-BBIDBLLITE

For the reaction:

6Mo.rszAl:.aaSb.ozOro(OH), + 2Il+ + 23HrO

: 7A1rSirO6 (OH)' * Ca'+ + 8HaSiOr (6)

l oa .1 - : [M ' z+ ] [H {S iO4 ]8rogA: -tr1r66F- e

wherc M is Cas+ or Mg3+ and the activities of
the solids are taken as unity. As for the Na-
beideflitekaolinite reaction, solubility quotients
are calculated for the waters given in Tables 1
and 2 of White et al. The logarithm of the solubi-
lity quotients relating to Ca-beidellite and Mg-

beideUite are plotted on Figures 4 and 5, r6pec-
tively. In each Figure a constant solubility quo-
tient is defined by the rectangles plotting at
HCOtr>100 ppm. The triangles in each Figsre
do not display as consistent a value, but those
triangles plotting at HCO;>100 ppm do ap
proach the value defined by the rectangles. The
dash-dot curves in Figures 4 and 5 are the best
fit to the rectangles. The solid lines drawn be-
low the dash-dot suryes (Figs. 4 and 5) are the
equilibrium values estimated by Helgeson (1969).
The dashdot curve, if taken as the equilibrium
valuq necessitates that Ca- and Mg-beidellites are
much less stable than estimated by Helgeson.
The free energy of formation of Ca and Mg-
beidellites are calculated using equation 5 and
assuming that the dash-dot curves of Figrnes 4
and 5 represent the equilibrium values for the
respective reactions. The free enetgy is given in
Table 1.

INrsRpnatetloN oF TIIE Tnnnrvrocngrvucer,
Detl

There can be significant cation exchange in
the beidellites and many of the clays may be of
the mixed-layer tnre.

The actu,al compositions of the clays and
whether the clays were mixed layers, are un-
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Frc. 5. The seme as Figure 4 except that M =M{+.

Mlneral J
^Et

Cal lmle Ca l  /deo. ml.

,p rower rn. uoeTrrctents,
! a*Y1n3 a*rrn-5

$At 2.33st 3.67010(0H) 2

I 6y'l 2.33sr3.67010 (oH)2

tol le. rs ls.ezoro(oH)z

la

rg

1277760

127U70

1274505

I 3581 70

I 368485

I 364735

58.34

56.4]

81.09 34.61 -24.62

81.72 34.34 -24.8

81./t8 34..45 -24.87

icp Power Functlon Coefficlentsifor pyrophyllite from Helgeson at 42., personal com.
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SPECIES

AlzSiaOro (OH)z

phyllite and beidellites. Beginning with the com-
position of pyrophyllite, appropriate oxides are
added to or subtracted from pyrophyllite to ob-
tain the desired beidellite composition. The en-
tropies of tlese oxides are also added to or sub-
tracted from ttrat of pyrophyllite.

If the heat capacity power functions of bei-
dellites are taken as Cp = A+BT+C/r, the co-
eff,icients in the power functions can be estimate.d
in the same way as the entroPies.

As an example, the entropy is estimated for
Na-beidellite

) 1

knorrn. Because of these ambiguities it has been
assumed that the actiyity of each end-member
component has a constant value for its activity.
The value may not be 1.0, but as long as it is
close to constant, it can be incorporated into
the equilibrium constant (I! so .that K actually
applies to a beidellite of some intermediate com-
position. This compositional restriction is of
little significance compared to the error asso-
ciated with the saturation quotient that was ob-
tained from the rectangles (IICO;> 10O ppm)
of Figures 3, 4 and 5.

ENtnoprps eNp Heer-CePAcrrY Powrn
FurcrroNs on Bnnnr-rrrEs

There are no measurements of the entropies of
beidellites. Their entropies can be estimated by
summing the entropies of the constituent oxides,
or using the algodthm grven by Fyfe et al.
(1958). The entropies estimated here are based
on a correspondence of structure between pyro-

ENTROPY

56.6

* )4NazO
+ Ya AlzOa
_ tl SiOz

+ 3.0
+ 2.03
- 3.29

Na-beidellite 58.34

The properties of the other beidellites are cal-
culated similarly and listed in Table 1. From

Fro. 6. Illusffates clay and oller silicate equilibrium assemblages at 25"C and 1 bar.
Tho circles are the-drlute inflow waters to Saline Valley (Ilardie 1968). The dashed
surves numbered 0.1 to 0.9 represent illites of composition K"Alr(SL"AL)Oro(OH)z
(where n has the value denoted ou the dashed curvas).
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the free energies of formation and the estimated
entropies of formation the enthalpies of forma-
tion of the beidellites are calculated and also
listed in Table 1.

APPLTcATToN or Dere ro Gsorocrc
ErwnoNIueNTs

G r o und-w at er-cl ay e quil ib r atio n

Hardie (1963) has published analyses of dilute
spring and ground waters that feed into the
galine Vsllsy closed basin. Iilithin the basin
exists a salt I'ake and playa region where eva-
porite minerals form. Around the margins ot
the playa are muds composed of quartz, plugto-
clasg 14A chlorite, 10A mica and clav min-
erals. Associated with these miherals ard dilute
inflow waters of the basin. Using data presented
here for beidellites and muscovite and data from
Helgeson (1969) for other species, activity dia-
grams have been constructed which illustrate the
stability fields of the clays relative t6 some other
common minslnls (Fig. 6). The dilute inflow
waters to the basin (fable 2 of Hardie 1968)
have been treated, using the Debye-Huckel
theory, to obtain activities of the ions in tle
solutions. The waters plot on the beidellite-kaoli-
nite boundaries and in the illite solid-solution
field (Fig. 6). The water compositions seem to
be controlled by the clay minerals.

Stable assemblages in a hydrothermal
Environment

Figure 7 illustrates some equilibrium mineral
assemblages stable at 200"C, in equilibrium with
quatu, if the thermodynamic data of Helgeson
(L969) arc used for the minerals plotted in the
diagram. The diagram suggests tlat chlorite*
K-mica is not stable at this temperature, but
this is a most common assemblage in hydrother-
mally altered rocks. ff the data for Mg-beidellite
and muscovite presented here are used in con-
junction with the otler data from Helgeon, chlo-
rite*K-mica is a stable assemblage (Frg. 7b).

Concr,usloNs

The thermodynamic properties of beidellites
are estimated from tle composition of ground
waters emanating from igneous acidic and basic
rocks. These estimates are in accord with min-
eral assemblages observed in the field, and hence
seem more reliable than previous est:mates.
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